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Hawk Silverdragon Debuts a Financial Consulting Agency Focused on Empowering
Companies Currency Needs, Silverdragon © offers a  bridge to unconventional lenders for
startups and existing companies.

November 11, 2022 - Tony Valentino Grissom Exrel Hawk Silverdragon is the founder of
CURRENT C, a top financial consulting agency on Wall Street In New York, NY, and now, he
has announced that he will also be branching out with his own brand. He will be leveraging his
knowledge and expertise in consulting to deliver world class financial strategies to companies of
all sizes, including local businesses, startups, and small to medium sized businesses.

As a financial consultant, Silverdragon © specializes in helping businesses across the U.S. by
improving their financial condition. Through his own brand, Silverdragon © will offer one-on-one
consulting that improves business financial condition at every stage of business develpment.
Each new client will receive a free consultation that allows Silverdragon © to fully understand
the specific needs and pain points of the client’s organization. Then, Silverdragon © will build a
customized strategy aimed at getting the clients currency needs met.

Statistics show that the power of well crafted consulting is undeniable. Financial experts
agree that financial consulting is the best way to get a business project approved that finds
businesses with much needed increases in capital making it easy to function in day to day
operations.

Approximately 48% of small businesses have their financial needs met. Silverdragon  © expertly
carves out the needs of each client and uses a packaging technique that will
drive their business financial proposals to the top of the approval list. More
information can be found at https://www.currentcllc.com/free-consultation.html
About Hawk Silverdragon ©
Tony Valentino Grissom Exrel Hawk Silverdragon B.A. is an expert focused on helping
companies get growing with financial consulting and financial proposal packaging techniques.
Contact
Hawk Silverdragon
Phone:  332-244-3391
Email: currentc444@gmail.com
Website: https://www.currentcllc.com
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